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ALS model-based comparison of Cosmo-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X HS 
DSMs on varied land forms

Umut G. Sefercika* and Naci Yastiklib

aBulent Ecevit University, Zonguldak, Turkey; bYildiz Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey

Since 2007, the revolutionary X-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites Cosmo-SkyMed 
(CSK) and TerraSAR-X (TSX) have been collecting high-resolution images that are convenient 
for digital surface model (DSM) acquisition by the interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique. In 
this study, the potential of DSMs derived from CSK and TSX high-resolution spotlight (HS) 
images is thoroughly analysed regarding the basic accuracy metrics absolute vertical accuracy 
(AVA) and relative vertical accuracy (RVA). Utilising convenient InSAR pairs, 2 m gridded 
DSMs are generated in Istanbul and validated with model-based comparisons using an actual 
airborne laser scanning (ALS) DSM. Results show that CSK and TSX DSMs are compatible in 
open, built-up and forest land forms. The AVAs are between 8 m and 10 m based on standard 
deviation of height discrepancies against the ALS model. The RVAs, calculated by the coherence 
of neighbouring pixels for each DSM, are superior to AVAs for both CSK and TSX.

Keywords: InSAR; Cosmo-SkyMed; TerraSAR-X; high-resolution spotlight; X-band; DSM; 
potential

1. Introduction
As is known, sun-dependent (passive) optical 
remote sensing systems are only capable of 
acquiring data during daylight. They are func-
tional for a limited period in a year; cloudy, 
rainy and snowy winter conditions can cause 
a loss of information content. In contrast to 
optical imaging, SAR technology uses an 
active sensing principle producing its own 
illumination and can penetrate clouds with 
longer-wavelength transmitting signals. Thus, 
SAR systems are capable of acquiring data 
both day and night at any time of the year. In 
addition, due to the image acquisition advan-
tages, SAR systems provide rapid mapping 
(Dell’Acqua & Gamba 2010; Gan et al. 2012) 
and have been much in demand for various 
scientific applications (Meunier et al. 2001; 
Smith 2003; Chen et al. 2010; Renga et al. 

2011; Zhang et al. 2012) in recent years. The 
most significant paradox for the early SAR 
imagery was the ground sampling distance 
(GSD) (resolution), which directly affects the 
information content. The first advanced SAR 
missions such as ERS-1 (1991) and JERS-1 
(1992) were only able to provide 20–30 m 
GSDs in the best conditions. In 2007, SAR 
imaging technology made great progress and 
reached a high level of resolution as a result 
of the revolutionary next-generation satel-
lites Cosmo-SkyMed (CSK) and TerraSAR-X 
(TSX). They provide ≈1 m azimuth resolution 
by sweeping the azimuth beam forwards and 
backwards during imaging using the high- 
resolution spotlight (HS) mode (Guo et al. 
2011). In addition, these missions are capable 
of implementing SAR interferometry (InSAR) 
to create digital surface models (DSMs), the 
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digital cartographic representation of the vis-
ible surface (top) of the Earth including all 
terrain and non-terrain formations. Through 
the contribution of the CSK and TSX SAR 
missions to ground resolution, several two-di-
mensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) 
applications have been performed to date 
(Faller & Weber 2007; Weber 2007; Covello 
et al. 2010; Capaldo et al. 2011; Sefercik & 
Ozendi 2013; Koppe et al. 2013). Despite pro-
viding several advantages, the interferometric 
DSMs of CSK and TSX have distortions orig-
inating from slant range SAR imaging geome-
try and sensor characteristics that influence the 
geo-location accuracy and morphology. How-
ever, there is no available study concerning the 
thorough validation and comparison of CSK 
and TSX DSMs in the literature. We believe 
that this study will be a reference for upcom-
ing related works. The paper is organised as 
follows: study area and characteristics of used 
SAR images are described in section 2. The 
methodology of interferometric DSM genera-
tion is given in section 3. Next, the results and 
discussion are presented in section 4, followed 
by the conclusions drawn from this research.

2. Study area and materials
The study area covers 1 × 1 km in the cen-
tre of Istanbul containing four different land 
classes: open, built-up, road and forest. The 
elevation of the bare ground changes between 
sea level and 70 m, flat to undulating, with 
a few steeper parts. The settlement areas are 
dominant and include indiscriminate building 
heights and narrow streets. In this respect, the 
area is favourable for estimation of the perfor-
mance of a space-borne sensor. Figure 1 shows 
the study area on the co-registered master and 
slave CSK images and the distribution of ter-
rain inclination.

The German TSX was launched in 2007 
and has an 11-day repeat cycle. The CSK mis-
sion consists of a constellation of four low-
Earth-orbit mid-sized X-band SAR satellites 
that were launched in 2007 and 2008 by the 
Italian Space Agency (Valentini et al. 2009) 
and each satellite has a 16-day repeat cycle. 
For the selection of the most suitable mas-
ter and slave images (InSAR pairs), several 
parameters such as overlapping area coverage, 
temporal baselines and start-stop day-times, 
incidence angles, azimuth and slant range res-

Figure 1. Study area and the distribution of terrain inclination (m = master CSK image; s = slave CSK image)
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Journal of Spatial Science 3 

olutions, imaging and polarisation modes were 
considered in candidate pairs and approximate 
normal baselines were calculated. As a conse-
quence, the most suitable CSK and TSX HS 
InSAR pairs that cover the study area were 
selected from the archives. The characteris-

tics of the selected InSAR pairs are listed in  
Table 1.

3. Interferometric DSM generation
The CSK and TSX DSMs were generated 
with the standard interferometric procedure 

Table 1. Characteristics of CSK and TSX InSAR pairs

Parameter

CSK TSX

Master image Slave image Master image Slave image
Satellite CSK-4 CSK-1 TSX
Imaging mode HS-2 SLC HS-2 SLC HS SLC HS SLC
Coverage 7 × 7 km 7 × 7 km 5 × 10 km 5 × 10 km
Acquisition date 09/07/2011 29/07/2011 06/10/2008 05/05/2008
Start time 16:07:52 16:07:39 15:57:42 15:57:33
Stop time 16:08:00 16:07:47 15:57:43 15:57:34
Pass direction Descending Descending Ascending Ascending
Look side Right Right Right Right
Pixel spacing (azimuth) 0.7015 0.7029 0.8507 0.8611
Pixel spacing (slant range) 0.3520 0.3520 0.4547 0.4547
Polarisation mode VV VV HH HH
Incidence angle 33.93º 33.93º 41.09º 40.98º

Figure 2. Generation methodology of the DSM
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U. G. Sefercik and N. Yastikli4

the first step in interferometric processing and 
has vital importance for the generation of more 
accurate final interferometric 3D products. To 

(Figure 2) using some of the most advanced 
SAR processing software, ENVI SARscape 
4.3. The selection of suitable InSAR pairs is 

Table 2. Baseline estimation parameters and repeat-pass InSAR geometry

Baseline estimation 
parameters

InSAR pair

Geometry of repeat-pass InSARCSK TSX
Normal baseline (m) 104.53 136.21
Critical baseline (m) 15099.24 15770.57
2π ambiguity height (m) 71.08 45.95
Doppler centroid and 
critical differences (Hz) 

−471.54 / 9818.70 154 / 3514.78

Temporal baseline 20 days 154 days

Figure 3. Coherence maps (≥0.35) of the CSK (upper left) and TSX (upper right) InSAR pairs including 
GCPs used for orbital refinement and coherence histogram (lower)
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the top of the study area with slightly differ-
ent incidence angles. Due to the time interval 
between the two passes, the changing seasons 
and climate cause atmospheric  de-correlation 
resulting in noise on the  interferogram. To 
decrease the atmospheric de-correlation 

find the optimal InSAR pair, the main base-
line parameters temporal and normal baselines 
and 2π ambiguity height were estimated for 
 candidates. Both satellites are operated with 
repeat-pass interferometry to produce 3D data 
and acquire stereo coverage by two passes from 

Table 3. Parameters of interferometric processing

Processing step Parameter CSK TSX

Interferogram generation 
and flattening

Multilooking (Rg × Az) 3 × 3 3 × 3
Co-registration Cross-correlation Cross-correlation
Coarse DSM SRTM C-band SRTM C-band

Filtering and coherence 
generation

Algorithm Goldstein Goldstein
Coherence window size 
(Rg × Az)

3 × 3 3 × 3

Phase unwrapping Algorithm Region growing Region growing
Decomposition level 3 3
Coherence threshold 0.35 0.35

Geometric correction by 
orbital refinement

Number of GCPs 9 10
Orbital shift in X (m) 1.37 −3 × 10−6

Orbital shift in Y (m) −0.66 −5 × 10−5

Orbital shift in Z (m) 0.40 −2 × 10−5

Dependence of the shift 
in X from azimuth (m/
pixel)

−5 × 10−4 −1 × 10−6

Dependence of the shift 
in Y from azimuth (m/
pixel)

−9 × 10−4 1 × 10−8

Dependence of the shift 
in Z from azimuth (m/
pixel)

2 × 10−3 6 × 10−9

Absolute phase offset 
(rad)

−0.13 −0.61

Mean difference 
between SRDEM and 
SAR DEM (m)

−0.96 1.26

Standard deviation 
between SRDEM and 
SAR DEM (m)

5.37 5.11

Root mean square error 
(RMSE) (m)

4.27 4.11

Phase to height conver-
sion and geocoding

Grid spacing of final 
DSM

2 m 2 m
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In SAR imaging, one of the most signif-
icant problems is the speckle noise, which 
reduces the SNR ratio and adversely affects 
the quality of the final DSM. This is a com-
mon phenomenon in all signal-based imag-
ing systems. The measured ground objects 
in different forms reflect dissimilar backs-
cattered signals that cause constructive and 
destructive interferences resulting in speckles. 
To solve this problem, the multilooking tech-
nique (Moreira 1991) was used. Applying this 
technique, the resolution of output SLC SAR 
images is reduced by multiplying azimuth and 
range pixel sizes by different multilook fac-
tors. However, averaging different multilooks 
preserves the mean of the data and decreases 
their standard deviation. Square pixels are pro-
duced and azimuth and range pixel sizes are 
adjusted for the DSM output. The multilook-
ing factors are calculated as in equations (2) 
and (3), where Ressr ,Resr ,Resaz are the slant 
range, range,and azimuth pixel sizes of SAR 
images,� is the incidence angle, and maz and 
nr are the multilooking factors. Resx and Resy 
are the pixel sizes of the final DSM in X and 
Y directions. In this study, the multilooking 
factors of 3 × 3 (please see the parameters in 
Table 1) were used for the azimuth and range 
directions respectively in accordance with the 
desired resolution (2 m) of the final DSM.

 

 

To delineate the coherence between master and 
slave images, coherence maps and a coherence 
histogram (Figure 3) were generated, where 
the values are situated between 0 (no coher-
ence) and 1 (full coherence). In coherence 
maps, the light and dark parts represent the 
high and low coherent regions, respectively. 
In SAR imagery, the coherence in settled, 

(2)Resr =
Ressr
sin (�)

(3)

(
Resaz × maz

)
×
(
Resr × nr

)
≅ (Resx) × (Resy)

effects, InSAR pairs were selected on the 
basis of short temporal baselines. In addition 
to the temporal baseline, the normal baseline 
between two SAR antenna positions provided 
by a repeat pass is one of the most significant 
parameters in achieving accurate 3D surface 
determination. If the normal baseline between 
two SAR antenna positions is very long or 
very short, the noise increasingly affects the 
interferogram because of the excessive oblique 
or perpendicular views and the 3D topographic 
estimation becomes complicated (see repeat-
pass InSAR geometry in Table 2). Thus, an 
InSAR pair which has the optimal normal 
baseline has to be selected to maximise the sig-
nal-to-noise (SNR) ratio (Gatelli et al. 1994; 
Ferretti et al. 2007) and the quality of the final 
DSM. This is a similar scenario to the height-
to-base ratio (h/b) in cross-track stereo optical 
imagery. For the selection of the InSAR pair, 
another important parameter is the 2π ambi-
guity height between interferometric fringes, 
which limits the maximum measurable step 
height difference between two neighbouring 
sample points to less than half the equivalent 
wavelength of moire fringes (Seung-Woo  
et al. 1998). The lower value for this parame-
ter increases the performance of the generated 
DSM. Table 2 shows the baseline estimation 
parameters of the selected InSAR pair, and 
indicates the repeat-pass InSAR geometry. 
Considering the repeat-pass InSAR geometry 
(Table 2), the orthometric height of a ground 
point is calculated using equation (1), where 
B is the normal baseline between two antenna 
positions, ∆Z is the height of target point P, H 
is the altitude from the SAR antenna 1 (SAR 
1), θ is the viewing angle from SAR 1, ξ is the 
baseline declination, λ is the wavelength, ∆φ 
is the phase difference, r1 and r2are the slant 
ranges between the target point and SAR 1 
and SAR 2 antennas respectively, and p is 1, 2 
(Soergel 2009).
 

(1)

ΔZ = H − r1 × cos
[

� + sin−1
Δ� × �

2� × B × p

]
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Journal of Spatial Science 7 

model particularly in the elevated parts. In 
addition, the depiction of roads in the narrow 
streets between buildings is more satisfactory 
than with the CSK DSM.

The generated DSM was compared with 
the reference model (see Figure 4) derived 
from airborne laser scanning (ALS) data, pro-
duced by the Greater Municipality of Istanbul 
in early 2013. The reference model has 0.5 m 
original grid spacing and 10 cm vertical accu-
racy. The orthometric height in the reference 
DSM varies from 10 m to 139 m. In the appli-
cation, the common coordinate system and 
datum were determined as Universal Trans-
verse Mercator (UTM) 35° and world geodetic 
system 1984 (WGS84). In the vertical accu-
racy assessment, the horizontal overlap of the 
tested model and the reference model has to be 
fixed for correct comparison. The coordinate 
transformation from the national datum (for 
the reference model) and the horizontal geo-
location errors that cannot totally eliminated 
by geometric correction (for the satellite data) 
cause horizontal offsets between tested and 
reference models. In the study, the horizontal 
offsets were determined as 1.8 cm and 7.5 cm 
in X and 4.0 cm and −1.4 cm in Y directions 
for CSK and TSX respectively by area-based 
cross-correlation and eliminated for 100% 
overlap by horizontal shifting.

The 3D earth modelling potential of the 
CSK and TSX DSMs was analysed by calcu-
lating absolute vertical accuracies (AVA) and 
relative vertical accuracies (RVA) on varied 
land forms, shown in Figure 5 with land cover 
percentages. For validation and comparison of 
tested DSMs, software BLUH version 2012 
(bundle block adjustment, Leibniz University 
Hannover) (Jacobsen 2011), which contains 
130 sub-software for DSM analyses, was used.

The AVA of a DSM can be described using 
many different criteria. In many applications, 
the vertical accuracy is described with RMSE 
or standard deviation of height discrepan-
cies (RMSEΔZ or �

ΔZ) between tested model 
and reference model. �

ΔZ exposes the verti-

mainly built-up areas is higher than in areas 
covered with vegetation (Fischer et al. 2003). 
Accordingly, the generated coherence maps 
show that the built-up parts of the study area 
are lighter than the other regions. In coherence 
maps, to determine the coherent parts clearly, 
a threshold value of ‘0.35’ was used. Applying 
this value, the sea surface, some parts of roads 
and vegetated areas are masked as black. As 
can be seen in Figure 3, except for the sea sur-
face (under 0.35 coherence), the coherence of 
selected InSAR pairs is mostly more than 0.5.

The coherence map also has a significant 
role for geometric correction. Advanced SAR 
satellites such as CSK and TSX have fine 
orbital geometries; however, orbital refine-
ment is essential to achieve more precise 
DSMs. For the InSAR processing, the geomet-
ric correction does not need ground control 
point (GCP) measurements on the terrain as 
in radargrammetry and GCPs (Fig. 3) can be 
collected from unwrapped phase images and 
the coherence map. In this study, the optimal 
number of GCPs were collected with radial 
distribution on lighter details having high 
coherence. However, one point should not be 
omitted here: due to the layover effect, some 
defective objects may seem lighter than the 
surrounding objects because of low incidence 
angles. These objects should be avoided in 
GCP collection, otherwise the geometric cor-
rection may be inaccurate. To detect these 
defective objects, histogram drawing is rec-
ommended on the coherence map where the 
GCP will be established. Table 3 summarises 
the selected parameters for interferometric 
processing.

4. Results and discussion
Figure 4 shows the generated 3D CSK and TSX 
DSMs without exaggeration. For the visualis-
ation of DSMs Surfer 11 software was used. 
Regarding height colour-codes in this figure, 
it can be visually interpreted that the TSX 
DSM is more compatible with the reference  
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U. G. Sefercik and N. Yastikli8

Figure 4. Generated 3D DSMs without exaggeration (reference ALS DSM, upper panel; CSK DSM, lower 
left; TSX DSM, lower right)

Figure 5. Land forms in the study area: (a) open, 28.10%; (b) building, 53.09%; (c) road, 14.52%; (d) forest, 
4.29%)
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Journal of Spatial Science 9 

tive of the median absolute deviation (MAD), 
which is a robust measure of the variability of a 
univariate sample of quantitative data. NMAD 
is calculated by equation (5), where x̃j is the 
median of the univariate data set of height 
discrepancies (ΔZ1, ΔZ2, ΔZ3, ….., ΔZn) and 
x̃i is the median of height discrepancies from 
x̃j. NMAD reaches the same probability level 
of 68% as σZ with the multiplication of MAD 
by the factor 1.48. In the case of normally dis-
tributed discrepancies of Z (ΔZ between tested 
model and reference model), σZ and NMAD 
should be identical.
 

(5)NMAD = 1.48 ×i

[
|
|||
Zi −j

(
Zj
)|
|||

]

cal accuracy with 68% probability level and 
 corresponds to the RMSEΔZ if the systematic 
bias is respected. In the study, we defined AVA 
with the effect of terrain inclination in addition 
to the constant �

ΔZ as in equation (4), where 
b is the multiplication factor for the terrain 
slope, and tan(α) is the dependence on chang-
ing terrain slope.

 

Beside �
ΔZ, the normalised median absolute 

deviation (NMAD) is used. NMAD is a deriva-

(4)

AVA = �
ΔZ + b × tan(�) =

�
∑

Δz2

n − u
+ b × tan(�)

Table 4. The AVAs of CSK, TSX and SRTM C-band DSMs against ALS DSM

Ref. DSM
Tested 
DSM Layer

Accuracy figures without bias
Excluded 

points 
(%)σΔZ RMSEΔZ

RMSEΔZ 
Euklid MAD NMAD

ALS 
(0.5 m)

CSK 
(2 m)

whole area 
(100%)

9.58 8.62 8.55 5.27 7.81 0.00

open 
(28.10%)

8.51 + 
1.55 × tan(α)

7.33 7.27 4.37 6.47 0.00

built-up 
(53.09%)

9.70 8.85 8.76 5.61 8.32 0.00

road 
(14.52%)

10.74 + 
1.57 × tan(α)

9.13 9.13 6.11 9.05 0.00

forest 
(4.29%)

8.40 6.80 6.76 4.31 6.39 0.02

TSX 
(2 m)

whole area 
(100%)

9.33 8.74 8.52 5.96 8.83 0.00

open 
(28.10%)

8.04 + 
0.95 × tan(α)

8.19 7.96 5.39 7.99 0.00

built-up 
(53.09%)

9.98 8.99 8.72 6.34 9.39 0.00

road 
(14.52%)

7.25 + 
6.31 × tan(α)

7.67 7.46 5.29 7.84 0.02

forest 
(4.29%)

8.23 + 
1.68 × tan(α)

8.83 8.80 5.40 8.00 0.00

SRTM 
C-band

whole area 
(100%)

7.30 6.56 6.40 4.36 6.46 0.00
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U. G. Sefercik and N. Yastikli10

Figure 6. Distribution of height differences (ΔZ) between tested and reference DSMs for each layer

Figure 7. Relative vertical accuracies (0–7 m) of DSMs for different land forms (CSK, left; TSX, right; dis-
tances from first to tenth pixel = 0–5 m)
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is the dominant layer (53.09%) and leads the 
trend of the whole area. In this layer, the AVAs 
of both tested DSMs are approx. 1.5 m less 
than in open areas. That means, although pro-
viding high resolution, because of the layover 
depending on incidence angles CSK and TSX 
HS imagery has problems in dense settlement 
areas consisting of indiscriminate building 
heights and narrow streets.

The maximum accepted ΔZ between the 
points of the tested model and the reference 
model is determined as 35 m and the points 
exceeding ΔZ were marked as excluded points 
(see Table 4). In addition, the points that exceed 
~60° (tan−1 of 2) slope to the neighbouring 
points have not been used in the comparison 
and are marked as excluded points because 
they may cause problems for the required 
interpolation. As can be seen in the accuracy 
table, in almost all land forms the percentage 
of excluded points is zero and all the points 
were used in the calculation. Only the forest 
layer in CSK and the road layer in TSX have 
very limited (0.02%) excluded points result-
ing from the low SNR. The distribution of ΔZ 
between ±35 m (max. accepted ΔZ value) is 
shown in Figure 6 for open, built-up, road and 
forest regions.

In open areas, the ΔZ distribution of CSK 
is symmetric; however, the mode is around 
−5 m where the mode of TSX is close to zero. 
In built-up areas, the mode of CSK is close to 
zero but a considerable proportion of points 
have between −15 m and −25 m ΔZ. For roads, 
the CSK problems cause a bi-modal distribu-
tion where the performance of TSX is quite 
satisfactory. In forest, the number of analysed 
points is fewer than in other land forms, which 
is why the lines are sharper. CSK has a sym-
metric distribution for this layer and its perfor-
mance is higher than that of TSX.

The RVA, which represents the interior 
coherence of a 3D model, has been calculated 
based on the correlation between neighbour-
ing pixels and depends on the steepness of the 
terrain and land classes, since image-matching 

The vertical accuracy can also be described 
with linear errors with 90% and 95% 
probability levels (LE90 and LE95) by �

ΔZ ×  
1.65 and �

ΔZ× 1.96, respectively, considering 
the national digital elevation program (NDEP) 
instructions of the United States (NDEP 2004). 
However, they should not be used in this study 
as accuracy figures since they do not present 
the whole range of discrepancies. Table 4 
shows the AVAs of tested DSMs in comparison 
with the reference ALS DSM including 
different accuracy criteria. The shortest 
distance between two compared height models 
is not the vertical direction but the Euclidian 
distance (ΔZ ×cos(�)), which is why RMSEΔZ in 
Euclidian distance is also shown in Table 4. In 
addition, the AVAs of the SRTM C-band, which 
was used as a coarse DSM in interferometric 
processing workflow, are also shown in Table 
4. SRTM C-band results are given only for 
the whole area to avoid misleading results in 
separate layers considering the 3 arcsecond 
(~90 m) grid spacing.

According to Table 4, the AVAs of CSK and 
TSX DSMs are compatible in open, built-up 
and forest land forms and between 8 m and 
10 m based on the standard deviation of height 
discrepancies against the ALS model. In SAR 
imagery, due to attenuation of backscattering 
signals, layover and shadows of tall objects, the 
phase information from narrow streets is noisy 
in most cases. As a consequence, the CSK 
results in a road layer which mostly represents 
the narrow streets between buildings, the loss 
of accuracy is maximum and the AVA of CSK 
is one and WWa half times worse than TSX. 
This result supports the visual interpretation 
of DSMs in Figure 4. The acquisition years of 
CSK and TSX InSAR pairs are 2011 and 2008 
respectively and the reference ALS DSM is 
from 2013, which is why the results from open 
areas are the most reliable indicator since there 
are possible discrepancies in built-up, road and 
forest regions. The AVA of the CSK and TSX 
DSMs in open areas is determined as approx. 
8.5 m and 8.0 m respectively. The built-up area 
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most reliable land form data, with possible dis-
crepancies in built-up, road and forest regions. 
Furthermore, the dependence of the accuracy 
on the terrain slope has to be acknowledged. 
The AVAs of CSK and TSX DSMs in open 
areas are calculated as approx. 8.5 m and 8.0 m 
based on �

ΔZ respectively. Road is the most 
problematic layer for the CSK DSM due to the 
attenuation of backscattering signals from the 
narrow streets between buildings, layover and 
the shadows of tall objects, which cause low 
SNR. As a consequence, the AVA of CSK is 
one and a half times worse than that of TSX for 
the road layer. Regarding the AVA results, both 
tested DSMs can be utilised as the height com-
ponent for the generation of 1/50,000 scaled 
true ortho-images and related vector topo-
graphic maps using NDEP instructions.
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